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Stochastic Partitions of Sub-o-fields 
of a Probability Measure Space 
OLGA R. BEAVER* 
Lattice and measure theoretic methods are used to characterize the system of 
implications of a set of stochastic partitions of collections of sub-n-fields of a 
probability measure space. 0 IOHS kddemw Press. Inc 
The notion of stochastic independence plays a central role in probability 
theory. Specifically. given events (E,];. , (which may, for example, 
represent successive trials of an experiment) and a probability p. the events 
are called stochastically independent if p( (I:- , E,) = n;- , p( E,). When this 
situation holds, that is, when the relation among the events is linear, com- 
putation of probabilities is greatly simplified since the complication of joint 
independence is eliminated. 
The problem of stochastic independence can be studied using lattice and 
measure-theoretic methods. In this setting the sample space is represented 
by a measurable set X, the events by a rr-field of subsets of X, and the 
probability by a non-negative, countably additive probability measure p. A 
collection {Cl’,}yY, of sub-a-lields is then called stochastically independent 
if for every choice of A, in 0, p( fly., A,) = fl I(( A,). This definition of 
stochastic independence can be viewed as a partition of the collection 
(tr,;; 1 where the blocks in the partition consist of sets {CL,). However. 
the collection ((I, ) ;- , can be partitioned in several ways. Since the collec- 
tion of all sub-a-fields is a lattice with a meet defined on it, we can take the 
meet of the elements of a block in a given partition and yield a new collec- 
tion of sub-a-fields. Whereas the original collection {tr,}:;. , may not have 
been stochastically independent, a particular partition and the taking of 
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meets as described may, in fact, yield a new collection of stochastically 
independent sub-a-fields. If some such partition yields stochastically 
independent sub-a-fields, are there other partitions which must also 
necessarily have the same property? S. Maeda [S] answered this question 
partially. He showed that stochastic independence can be formulated in 
terms of a binary relation “1” on the lattice of sub-a-fields of a probability 
measure space. In this paper we extend Maeda’s results by viewing 
stochastic independence in the context of “stochastic” partitions, and we 
characterize the implication system of any collection of such “stochastic” 
partitions. 
2. HOMOGENEOCS STOCHASTIC PARTITIOKS 
Let (X, 8, p) be a probability measure space. That is, A’ is a measurable 
set, d is a c-field of subsets of X, and p is a non-negative, countably 
additive measure with p(X) = 1. Let a(&) denote the collection of all sub-a- 
fields of 8. Then a(6) is a complete lattice under the partial order Q 
defined by: if &, A9 E a(&) then a < A9 if and only if a ~94. Note that when 
6X A 9J is the sub-a-field generated by sets of the form A n B where A E & 
and BE.%?. If W= {a,}:=, ~a(&) we denote A;.., a, by A W. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose W= {l;z , ) ;= , G a(&). Then W is stochastically 
independent (s.i.) if for any collection {A,Ea,):_, An:=, A,)= 
l-I:=, AA,). 
Note that if W is s.i. then W is algebraically independent: (I:=, A, # @ 
for any collection {A, E 6X, ):I. , Clearly, if W is not algebraically indepen- 
dent then W is not s.i. 
In the special case W= (a,, az) with W s.i., we denote this by 
&, I a,. We assume that fl I a ilT 6! = {& A’). 
S. Maeda [5] has shown that the binary relation I on a(R) satisfies the 
following: 
For each &, A9, % in a(8), 
(I 1) (x 1 %9 implies 1 I d, 
(12) 6?I.49anda~% implytiBI+ 
(13) (XIdand~~WlV:implyI#l~~r\. 
The following proposition is due to S. Maeda [S]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let W = { 0, } := , c a(R). W is xi. tff any one of the 
following equivalent conditions hold: 
(a) Every finite subset of W is independent; 
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(b) (A V,) I (AVz) fur eaery pair of disjoint subcollections V,, Vz of 
W; 
(cl n,, 1 (Arr,, tX,) fir each i, E ( 1, 2 ,..., n }. 
In the following we assume that W is a given fixed,.finite subcollection of 
a(6 ). 
Let V s W. Then a (finite) partition of V is a set rt of non-empty pairwise 
disjoint subsets of V whose union is V. The members of rt are called blocks. 
The set of all partitions of V will be denoted by p( V); ,‘P( V) is a complete 
lattice under the partial order defined by: 7c < T if each block T of r is the 
(disjoint) union of blocks of x. Hence, n d T iff n is a refinement of t. The 
zero element of 9(V), is the trivial partition, namely the partition whose 
blocks consist of singleton sets; the largest partition in Y(V) consist of 
exactly one block, and that block is V. If 71 and r are in ,Y( V) then n A T = 
{ Pn T 1 PE rr, TE T; P and Tare blocks}. (For a detailed discussion of par- 
tition lattices see, e.g., Gratzer [2], p. 192.) If { P,}y= , arc the blocks of a 
partition rr, we will often write 7c = (P,)(Pz)...(P,). 
If li c V E W and 7~ E &( V), the restriction OJ 7~ to 17 (written n/U) is the 
partition of U consisting of blocks obtained by intersecting every block P 
of rr with C’. That is, T is a block of ~r:‘f,: iff T= Pn U for a block P of rt. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose Vz W. A .rtochastic partition of V is a par- 
tition IL = (P,) ... (P,,,) such that {r\ P,)y- , is a stochastically independent 
subcollection of elements of a(&). 
The set of stochastic partitions in Y( V) will be denoted by .V( V). Note 
that .V( V)G:?( V) and by Proposition 2.2 equality holds iff V is s.i. 
~OPOSITION 2.4. Suppose U L VC W and 71 E .V( V) with n = (P, ) 
(Pz)“‘(P,,,). Then ~;‘CJE.Y(U). 
Proqf: We consider two cases: (a) U = lJy=, Q, where Q, c P, for each i 
and (b) U is the union of a subcollection of (P,}:1_. ,. For (a) we note that 
A P, 6 A Q, for each i. Since {A P, ,..., A P,,} is stochastically independent 
we have by Proposition 2.2 that 
(A P,,)) 1 (i,, (P,)) for each ioE {I,..., ml. 
BY (12) (A Q,) 1 (A, .,,(f’,)). But A,+,,,(A Pi) GA, ,,(A Q,h RewWx 
(12) we have (A Q,J 1 (A,.,,,(Q,)) for each i, E { l,..., m}. By 
Proposition 2.2, {A Q, ,..., A Q,} is s.i. Condition (b) follows immediately 
from Proposition 2.2 (a). 
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COROLLARY 2.5. !j’ n = (P, )( Pz) .. (P,,,) E .V( V) jbr VE W /hen ,fiJr 
each choice c$ 0,~ P,, (ti’,)(Lr,)... (tr,,,) : i\ u stochasfic purtifioil of 
(Cl,):“, 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppow V G W with 7~ E Y’( V) und T E .Y( V) such thar 
K d T. Then r E .V( V). 
ProoJ: Let n=(P,)(P2).“(P,,,) and s=(Q,)(Q2)...(Qr). Since rr<r, 
for each i,, the block Q,,, is a (disjoint) union of blocks of n, hence con- 
stitutcs a subset of (P, . . . . . P,,, j. By Proposition 2.2 (b) 
That is, (A Q,,,) 1 (A, r( ,,,(A Q,)) and the result follows from 
Proposition 2.2 (c). 
COROLLARY 2.8. The xro purlitiorl qf .Y( V) lies in .Y( V) i<f’ k’ is 
stochastirull~~ in&prtdivll. 
Note that it is not necessarily true that T E .‘I( V) whenever 5 <n for 
I[ E .V( V). Consider the example below. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let X be a non-empty set and t( = {E, ; ;- , a partition of 
X into non-empty pairwise disjoint subsets of X with X= lJ:= , E,. Denote 
by 6’ = (x) the a-field generated by x Define a probability measure p on X 
by(i)p(E,)=I/‘nforcachj,and (ii)~(AuB)=~(A)+~(B)for A,BE(cL) 
with A A B = 0. If /I is another (finite) partition of X then x ,< /I if and only 
if (/I> c (r). Furthermore. if 0 E a(R) then there exists a partition /1 of X 
such that 0 = (B). Clearly if x, and r? are partitions of X with r < x, then 
(2, ) A (2:) = (2, A r?). Thus (~(6’) in this example is uniquely detcr- 
mined by partitions /j of X with /I 3 x Partitions [ 2, ) ;= , of X will be called 
stochastically independent if the condition of Definition 2.1 holds for 
blocks A, of r,. By the extension theorem of Lo& [4; p. 2253 : (2,) ):I , 
is stochastically independent if and only if (z, j ;! , is, and the question of 
stochastic independence in a(A ) is reduced to stochastic independence of 
the underlying partitions of X. )/Ii/I >, z 1. 
Now, let n=6, r,={uy-,E,,EjuE,), cx,=iE,~E~.u:=~E,) and 
r3= (E,uE,uE,, EzuE,uE,). Let G’,=(r,) for i= 1. 2,3 and V= 
’ 0, , cl?, 0 j ) . Algebraic independence fails for 0 I and 0 *, hence (E , L (E z 
ind ~=((Z,)((~,)((~,)E.~(V)‘\.,,V(V). However, it is easy to verify that 
7r= ((I, A (I,) (G,)c.Y( V). Clearly to,< 7t. 
However, the following important condition does hold. 
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PROMMTION 2.10. [f‘n, T E.Y’(V) lhen TT A TE.Y( V). 
Proqf: Let n=(P,)(P,)...(P,,,), r=(Q,)(Q,)...(Q,), and rt A r= 
(R,)(R,)... (Rk). We use Proposition 2.2 (c) and show that, say, (A R,) I 
(Af’=>(A R,)). The other cases of Proposition 2.2 (c) will follow similarly. 
Without loss, suppose R,cP,=U;. , R, where t<k. By 
Proposition 2.2 (c) (A P, ) 1 (A;“. ,(A P,)). But, clearly, A;” ?(A P,) = 
Af;=, , ,(A R,), so (A P,) 1 CA: , . ,(A R,)). Ewivalentb, 
(*I 
However, since R,, Rz,..., R, are distinct blocks of II A T but lie in the same 
block of rr, they must lie in distinct blocks of r. By Proposition 2.2, 
(A R,) 1 (A:?, (R,)). Combining the last expression with (*) and using 
(13) we have (A R,) 1 (/If’-?(R,)). 
COROI.I.ARY 2.11. .‘/( V) i.F N suhlaltice of‘9( V). 
In the following we consider the problem of characterizing the set of 
implications of a given homogeneous collection of stochastic partitions. 
That is, given partitions {lr,)if , , all of which act on a common subset V of 
W, we wish to determine all partitions T which are implied by the joint 
interaction of { 7r, )fi. , on V. To say that a partition n implies partition r 
means that r holds whenever rt holds and that this relation is independent 
of the particular choice of the set V. Recall that a sublattice .9 of .4’( V) is a 
filter if and only if rr E .F and T E .‘P( V) imply that JI v r E 9. Equivalently, 
.P is a filter iff rr, T E 3 implies that rr A r E .F. and XE 3, r E .Y( V), n 6 r 
imply that r E 3. (For a discussion of filters see, e.g., Gratzer [Z], 
pp. 17 19.) The intersection of non-void filters is again a filter; thus, given a 
collection 171,):. , in ,/P(V) we can define the filter generated by fn, 1.f; , as 
.p(n ,,..., rrk) with .Y(n ,,..., ~,,)=n{.S?‘.p is a filter containing (n,): , ),. 
Note then that 3(n) = (r/7 >, 71) and if IIE :I( V), by Proposition 2.6, 
.9(n) G .Y( V). Furthermore, we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.12. .F(rr,..... rrI,) =.F(A: , n,). 
Proof: The right-hand side is a filter containing rr, for i= I,..., k, hence 
3(rr,,..., n,,) E .P(Af=, rr,). Conversely, since the left-hand side is a lattice, 
it contains Af , rr,. Being a Jilter, it contains .9(At-, n,). 
COROLLARY 2.13. !j’ {rr,)f=, c.Y’( V) then .9(n ,,..., n,:)~9’( V). 
THEOREM 2.14. Given { n, ) c .V( V), .F( II, ,..., nk ) completely charac- 
terizes the stochastic partitions of‘ V implied by the joint intrrucrion of 
(n,)k I I on V. 
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Proof Corollary 2.12 shows that each r E F(ni ,..., rck) is necessarily 
implied by {rci}f=,. That is, r EY( V) whenever {rci}k= i G Y( V). To see 
that this implication is complete consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2.15. Let X be a set with a = {E,}j2_ i a partition of X into 
disjoint non-empty subsets. Recall the discussion of o(&‘) where e = (LX) in 
Example 2.9. Define a probability measure p on X as in Example 2.9 with 
p(E,) = l/12. Define ~1, as follows: 
a1 = { ii -% c? E,} 
j=l j=9 
a*= { fi E,, (j Ei) 
j=l ,=5 
c+= {E,uE~uE~uE~uE~uE~~, E,uE,vE,uEsuE,,vE,,) 
aa = { fi Ej, G Ei] 
, j= 1 j=2 
jodd jeven 
Now, for ar=(a,), V= {a,}:,,, let ~=(a, A a,)(a, A a,), rr= 
(a,)(a, A a2 A a,), and r = (a,)(a, A a2 A a,). A quick calculation 
shows that rc, 0, r EY( V) and that rc A CT A z = (a, A a,)(a,)(a,) 
E Y(V). However, since a, and a2 are not algebraically independent, 
a, 1 a2. But then this implies that no partitions in p( V)\g(n. A o A z) 
lie in Y(V), since if they did, Proposition 2.4 would imply that a, I 6J2. 
Hence Y(V) = F(rr A (T A T). 
3. NON-HOMOGENEOUS STOCHASTIC PARTITIONS 
In the last section we found a characterization of the lattice of 
implications of a set of stochastic partitions of a given subset I/ of W. We 
can in fact extend the chain of implications to include partitions of U E V. 
That is, not only does {rri}f= I c Y(V) imply that F(rri ,..., rck) c Y(V), but 
it implies further that for each r E F(ni ,..., 7~~) and U E V we have z I U E 
Y(U). We now address the problem of characterizing the chain of 
implications of non-homogeneous partitions, that is, collections { rci}f= 1 
where ni E Y( Vi) for possibly distinct Vi E W. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose Vi, V2 E W with V = V, n V,. Let rc E g( Vi) 
and z E g( I’,). For each block P of n with P c V let ( Ti}yZ I be the blocks 
of r for which P n T, # 0, i = 1, 2 ,,.., m. The refinement of n with respect to 
r, denoted by 7~ n r, is defined to be the partition of Vi obtained by replac- 
ing each block P of rc described above by (P n T,)(P n T,) . . . (P n T,). 
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Note that if either V= q5 or if no block of n is contained in V then 
rr A T = II. In general n A ‘5 < 7~. Furthermore, A is not commutative, for 
x A T E 9( V, ) whereas r A rr E Y( Vz). However, if V, = V, then rt A r = 
T A rr = n A t; thus A generalizes the lattice concept of the meet, A . 
Finally, it is clear that r~ A I[ = 7~. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 71, o E .Y( V,), T, p E Y( Vz), and V= V, n V,. The 
relation A sarisfies the following: 
(a) (77 a T) A 5 = 7l /r 5; 
(b) n<a implies IC A ~<a A T; 
(C) (7t A 0) n T = (7t a T) A ((7 n T); 
(d) It A (T A p)= (7I L+!J T) A (7l A p); 
(e) if‘ n E y( b’, ) and T E .‘P( Vz) then 7c a T E’.‘/( b’, ). 
Proof: The proofs of (a) and (b) are straightforward. To see that (c) 
holds note first that n A rr Q rr, CJ hence (n A 6) A T < n A T and (T A T by 
part (b). Hence (n A a) A r<(lr A T) A (a A T). Now, if Q is a block in 
(n A T) A (a @. T) then Q= PnS where PEX A T and Sea A T. Then 
P=P’nT,andS=S’nT,whereP’~~,S(~dandT,~~.ButsinceQ#0 
T, n T, # /zr and since T,, Tz are blocks in T T, = T2. Letting T, = T2 = T 
we have Q=(P’nS’)nTE(x A a) fl T. 
Part (d) follows similarly by noting that blocks on the left-hand side are 
of the form PnTnR=(PnT)n(PnR) where PER, TET, and Rep, 
while blocks on the right-hand side are of the form (P, n T) n (P, n R) = 
(P, n P,)n (Tn R); P, = P, since the last expressions are non-empty. 
To prove (e) suppose n=(P,)(P,)...(P,,,) and IL A r=(P,n 
T,,(P,nT,,)...(P,nT,,,)...(P,nTT,,,)whereT,,Erwithij=1l ,..., mk,, 
and where it is understood that if P, n T,, = 0 for any i then this term will 
be omitted from the above expression. Let A,,E fiy= ,( P,n T,,) for each i. 
Then since z E .V( V, ), using Proposition 2.4 
But by Proposition 2.4 again and the fact that TE 9’( Vz), the right-hand 
side reduces to ny= 1 ny= , p(A,,). 
Note that parts (c) (e) in Proposition 3.2 can easily be generalized. That 
is, (r\F=, n,) A ?=r\f=,(n, A T) for {rri}~=,E9(V,) and ?E~(V~); IC n 
(r\~=,r,)=r\~=,(n A T,) for nip and {~,}~-,GC(V~); and if 
n,~9’(V,) for i=1,2 ,..., k, then n,nn,,r\n,,a...nn,m~~(V,) for 
(j,,j,,j,,,}s {l,L..,k}\{i}. 
We now state the main result of this paper. 
409!IW!l 19 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose Vi E W and 71, E .Y( V,) for i = 1, 2 ,..., k. For each 
i let the ordered (k - I)-tuple (j,, j, ,..., j,-,) denote a permutation of the 
(k - 1 )-tuple (1, 2 ,..., i ,..., k) in which the ith entry has heen deleted, Let 
i tilt j2...., jk ,)} he the set of all such permutations. Let 
n,*= /j (7r, A 7r,, A lr,, n ... A 7r,,). 
i(lI.12. ./1 III 
Then the complete set of implications qf’ the joint interaction of in, jf.. , is 
given hy the collection {.T(n,*) )f. , 
Proof: By the last generalization in Proposition 3.2 and by 
Proposition 2.10 rr: E Y’( Vi) for each i. To see that this characterization is 
complete we need the following example. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. We again let X be a measurable set with x = { E,}:X , a 
partition of X into disjoint, non-empty measurable subsets with p(E,) = 
lj18. Let b= (3) be described in Example 2.9. Let M = (2, 5, 8}, N = 
{ 11, 14, 171, 1 <j< 18, and define rr as 
a3 = U E;, u E, 
,e 1.2.3mod6 J = 4.5.6modh 
a4 = u E,? u 4 
,=Omod3 J= I.Zmod3 
a6 = u EP 
I E O.Zmod 3 
u E,}. 
,- Imod 
Letting a, = (a,) for r = 1, 2 ,..., 6 define rri and V,: 
Jr1 = (a, A n, A n,)(a,), v, = {a,, a,, a,, a,}: 
n, = (hl,)(cx, A a, A ah), v, = (a39 a4, a,, at,}; 
7c3 = (fl, A c;r,)(@, A cl,), v,= {fl,, a&2, a,, fl,j; 
714 = (a, A n,)(&, A as), v,= {a,, a,, a4, a,). 
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Computation of n: yields 
n: = (fl, A ada,)( 
Now, since rl and x1 are not algebraically independent, 6X, L 6X2. 
Similarly, Q4 1 a,,. Finally, since xq is not algebraically independent of 
2, A %, g5 is not independent of r4 A zh, and r6 is not independent of 
24 A as, then the partitions (&,)(a, A a,), (fl,)(a, A MC>), 
(n, A n,)(fl,), and (LE,)(a,)(a,) are not stochastic. Hence the theorem 
yields a complete characterization. 
It is important to note that if I’, = V, = = Vk then for each i and 
each (j,, j, ,..., j, ,) we have that rr, A xl, A n,, A .. . A 7~~~. , = A:._, x,. 
That is n:=nt=... =n : = r\f?. , lr,. Thus Theorem 3.3 reduces to 
Theorem 2.14 in which the characterization is given by $(A:=, 7~~). 
In a subsequent paper it will be shown that these results are sharp. 
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